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In the Post lattice of the families of closed systems (r.e. sets CT ooolean functions closed with 
respect to composition) the particular systems of mionotonic functions are closely related to the 
classitication of hypergraphs by their weak chromatic numbers. It is shown also that ffor k r 3, 
the k-chromatic hypergraphs can & built from the complete graph ,K 
Dans le treillis des sy&.mes clos de Post (i.e. des ensembles de fonctionu beolcermes clos par 
rapport B la composition des fonctions), les systbmes particuliers de fonctions croissantes sont 
itroitement rehes ii la classification des hypergraphes d’aprts leer nombre chromatique faible. 
On montrz aussi que pour k>3 les hypergraphts k-chromstiqties peuvent &tre construits 2 
partir du :aaphe complet &. 
1. iutroductit w 
The well-known classical paper by Post [9] had a profound influence on both 
logic and universal algebra and has instiga.ted studies of similar problems in 
multiple-valued logic (see e.g. [lo]). Although its first version was written in the 
twenties, its final version was published only in 1941 (in a form which, although 
readable, is not quite contemporary in style and consequentiy has been rewritten 
[7]). The paper was not easily available in France during the post-war period and 
so the author became aware of it only in 1’965 .nhen it was reprinted. However 
around 1964 the author in collaboration with J. Kuntzmann had. already obtained 
several of Post’s results (whilzh werle included in [I] and later in [2.5,8]). Besides 
those, he also discovered L narrow link between closed classes of monotonic 
boo1rai-i functions and hypergraphs concerning rhr:ir chromatic numbers. 
Due to the cirr:urnstances explained above (and partiti.l;y because the hyper- 
graph theory was then in its infancy) this iin.k was never propo;:ly published (save 
for a masked allusion in 12, p. 1531, lines 4,5] a preprint [j], a 15 line abstract [4] 
and [S]) and seems to be noted nowhere in th’e literature. M the urging of I. 
Kosenberg and author’s colleagues, the author decided to present his results in 
this note written up during his vs. i ;t to the: University, of Water\00 tF;111 IV(,). 
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FJoojeaa functions (i.e. ;rrap, : (O,lP + (0, 11 r~r operations in (0, I}) ri~tiy be : 
&edr~ecl e.g. by their t.&th t&les &rdbhencc do, not depr:nd. on their particular 
rqresktations as cqm,positiors at’- b&c funct&s (the usutil systems of bask 
1 
frictions being for &ample (v, .,-} or.{-, --+,)‘~a { + mod 2, ., -}, etc. . .). 
In our approach it will be usefui to represent boolean functions always as 
compositic~ns of v, ., -, 0, 1 (where x v y =~max ( , y}, x. y = xy = min {x, y}, and 
x:=11--.x). 
j 
i 
However then the set of boolean functions essentially coincides with the fi-ee 
+klcKll,eQri aZgebru fl generated by a countably infinite set X =z (x,, x2, . . . , G, . . .} of 
~riub8es. Each boolean function f can be represented (in infinitely many ways) by 
formulas properly built up from elements of X and symbols v, ,, -, 0,l. A 
rlkiw~iv~ nnrmal& c~!QD&$ f0-M of-f h & example ‘of such a -formula, -‘.,,u”-- ._ ,OI___-__ 
Wa write f 4 q3 to denote ‘[hat f is represented by the formula q5: 
Let ?r be a self map of X. Clearly w can be extended to an endomorphism (with 
the same notation V) f+fI of a. fY is the boolean (reduced) function obtained 
from f by changing the variables according to n‘ (thus invoking both permutations 
and fndentifkations of variables). For example let f” nlZ2 v x2x3& v TlZ4 (we 
need no braclsets by the associativity of v and . and the usual convention that - 
precedes . and . preccd_;s v). Suppose that T satisfies 
x x1 x2 x3 x4 - 
x.77 x5 x1 x, x1 
Thc.n f, :h x& v XIX& v E&. (Note that applying the usual manipulations we 
ob%Lx also f, k ZI.> 
The standard composition af two boolean functions is parallel to the following 
concept. Let f, g E 0 and x E X. Let f” 9 and g h y and let x be the formula 
obtained form C$ by re. la&,. ~simultanecrusly) each occurrence of x in 4 by y. 
The element Ir E .61 such that ii 0 x is well +$ined (does not depend on particular 
B, or y) and is called the corrqosirion of f ti,vld g via x. It is denoted by f$ g. 
For example, the above f and :: p xIx4v Z.+& give 
f”ol g~(x*x4v~~xz~1’~2vx~x~~4v(x~x4v~~xz~~)~4. 
A closed system (or iterative system or closed class) is qti s&set 9;~ .Q which is 
closed under each reduction T (a self map of X) and under all G COT-ycmition (x 
any variable of X); in other jvords 9’ is a subalgebra of the unive_jal algebra 
cn:{iPj7PExxj:{IX,\XE 
ion form a lattice Y’ which was completely 
t descending countable chains in it and the 
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remainder is a relatively simple finite set. The lattice has a symmetry induced jjr 
the duality f4 $ (the dual of f’ Cp is f* d 4 where 3, is obtained from b, by 
i.nterchanging v and . as well as 0 and 1 everywhere in 4). It is well-known [S] 
that for each closed system 9 the set 9@ = cf” 1 f~ Sj is also closed and that 
9 + 5F@ is an automorphism of 2. A c’losed system @ satisfying 9 = 3@ is said to 
be self-dual. 
Every subset A E fl generates a closed system S (in symbols [A] = S) i.e. the 
least closed system (with respect to c ) containing A. 
3. The closed systems iu the free distributive lattice and the weak chromatic 
number of hypergraphs 
The free boolean algebra R contains the free distributive lattice M, generated 
by X Each f~ n/E1 may be described by a formula 49 wherf= 4 contains no symbols 
0, 1 and -. As a special case, we can choose the disjunctive irredundant norma!l 
form f,, of f(fD is unique up to commutativity of v and .) 
where Et, E,, . . . , E, are finite subsets of N such that Ei G Ej -3 i = j” Subformula 
II i,zL X, is called a conjunction of &. 
Thus fD defines a finite Spemer rftypergraph Hf = {I:‘,, E2, . . . , E,,} on iV (i.e. a 
finite family of finite pairwise incoinparable subsets of N called ed;yes). 
Similarly we may choose for f the conjuncti irredundant normal fomt fc 
(SUbfOrmula ViETk & is called a disjunction of &.j 
It is weli-known that 7’,, &, . . . , T, ‘are all the minimal transvers& of H,; we 
recall that a transversal of a hypergraph I-3 = {Ei} is a subset of the zjertex set VH of 
H(VH = U i Ei’i) which has a non empty intersection with every edge of iY. 
Clearly f-+ la, defines a bijection between M1 and the set kX OF all finite 
Sperner hypergraphs H on N(V, EN). This bijection is obtained Ga f while fc. 
defines the maximal transversals of H In other words if f-+ H, then f* -+ TH 
(where =H is the Sperner hyperxqh :If a!! minimal transverals c,f H.). We wil 
note by H + fw the reciprocal oijection from 2’ to A4,. 
Returning to Post’s lattice 2, it is cle;ar that R/i, is d self duai closed qystcmi 
which corresponds to monotonic, not constant, boolean functions The subiattic,: 
I[& M,] of 2’ contains now, onip two descending countable chains and all may ht: 
shown in the following inclusior, diagram. 
Moreover in 2, c0verS exact%y i%f, and T, I& covers exacti;!! 
Fig. 1 
for k a3 coveril exactly Mk+1, Icrc, covers exactly S, S covers exactly 1, and C 
covers exactly I (analogous tdcts for M$ S*). 
We must define now, all these &osed systems Mk, S, I. We will take the 
equivalent (in our boolean algebra or hypergraph terminology) of Post original 
detizmns.’ 
Deri.&iom. 6) f &longs to Mk if? each e.ystem of k disjunctions of fC have at least 
a common variable. In hypergraph terminology, every k transversals of Hf have 
at least a common vertex. In thfe case k = 03 this means also that all disjunctions of 
fC have at: least a common v&able or equivale&y that at least on edge of Hf is a 
singleton ~(because =H = H). 
(ii) f belongs to S iff fc has only one disjunction (equivalently Hf has only 
singleton edges). 
(iii) f below to I iff J’+ he .: only one singleton edge. 
fivj D4 detition for M’{ or S*. 
We can now state 
‘l’bulem. A fitzite ,‘ipernm h~ypcrgrap 11 H on N without singleton edges has the weak 
chromatic nurn~r >r(H) = k + I if a.:& only if fH E Mk \ Mk+.,. 
This is clear r;f we take thL following definition. A hypergraph H has the weak 
chromatic number p iff 11 is :he Ii:ast integer such that the vertex set V, of H is 
’ When the author independently ccMair ed again these results for [PI, Ml], the definitions he gave for 
Mk acre different bee [IJ). 
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the union of p stable sets of H (A st:!ble set of H is the compl.ement of a 
transversal of H.) 
&~aark. From Post’s lattice 6p it is more suitable to define as ~0 the v;,eak 
chromatic number of every hypergraph with singleton edges. 
4. Goner&ion of p-chromatic hypmgmphs by composition of p-diqws (ps3) 
Let il, i2,. . . , ip be p distinct integers (p > 2). We define K,{i,, i,, . . . , ip} as the 
p-clique (p complete graph) whose vertex set is (il ilr . . . , 4). The corresponding 
boolean function to K,{l, 2, . . . , p) is denoted sp 
sp = * V Wj 
lGi<jGp 
From Post’s sublattice [Id, Mr] and other further results we have: 
- sp CT Mp_l \ Mp. 
- sp i;;enerates Mp_-l iff p 24. 
- s3 generates c. 
- s2 generates S(s;P x1vx2 generates S). 
- {s2, sz} generates Ml. 
- {s3, s$} generates M2. 
* C is the set of all monotonic self dual functions or equivalently the set of all 
ipso-transversal hypergraphs. 
- The boolean function u p x1 v x2x3 generates Mm. 
In the case ~24, Post did not give an explicit construction of f~ iV;,_ from1 s, 
which was done in [l] and can be su’bsumed as follows: 
- For p >4, sp generates ss 1:s > p) and u. 
- If f~ Mp_l then x(H,) =: q IZ p. !h we can partition VH, in q blocks 
G, c2, * * - , C, of stable sets. Tlie boolean functions fi(l = 1, . . . , q) defined b;y: 
are such that 
fi>f, OMp-I 
and 
Xt i!! 4-c!1mtic!. 
Let us consider a 4-colc:ation of C wii,*j the blocks: 
019 WI? @*4L (3951. 
Let us deGne the graphs: 
G’= GU(‘24) (24 is a new edge) 
G” = G u {35? (35 is a nc*l~ edge) 
K’ = K,{l, 6,7,8). 
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We have 
. . . ,,,;:, G*(K’;.G’J;G”. ., 
By &.&ii the intermediate computattion we have: 
K’ G G’=(lfl, 13,14,15,16,18,26,56,68,238,248,346,348,458). 
Clearly G’ and G” are isomorphic. The map ai : IV + N such that: 1~ = 1, 
2~ = 3, 3~ =4, 4xr =: 5, 5v =6, 6~ = 2 is for example an isomorphism and 
G” = (G’),. 
But G’ has K as subgraph and 
G’=KU{15,16, f&45,56). 
t2 _I 
Let be 
HI = KU(15); Hz= H,U{16]; H3 = Hz U {26}, H4 = H3 U (451. 
Then 
G’ = {3,56} ; H4 
H -= {3,45} : H3 
H3 = {3,26} : Hz 
H2=(3, 16); HI 
H, = {3,15} ; K. 
Take UJ,=(3,56), I&=(3,45), iJ,={3,26}, U,={3, 16} and ir/,={3:. 15). All 
these U, are isomorphic graphs which are deduced from I< by suitable reductions. 
So ‘we have: 
G = (K’ ; G’) ; G”. 
All R’ and Ui arc generated from the d.-clique K. 
4. Conclusion and remarks 
The closed systems of Post in the case af monctsnic boolean func!ions are 
theretore closely related to the classification of hypergraphs by thc;r weak 
chromatic number. 
Moreover the mmposition H 6 H’ of two hyperg,raphz, 1 ave a particuhir ~ntere%t 
since by means of :his operation ad possible emfusion of verticec :*verc k 
chromatic hype-graph for k 2 4 can be p,enerated by any q-clique where ic z q 3 4. 
We are much :ind&ted to Dr. I. Rosenberg (Mo~~treal) for having cxmsidaably 
improved the f%mt draft cf the r,aper and for his valuable help and attention. 
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